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Thank you for subscribing to my Newsletter and welcome to my 
monthly Author updates, where I share my publishing journey and 
exciting events!

∞ It’s been such an exciting month and a dream come true to have The De-Coding of Jo: Blade of 
Truth on the shelves of Canada’s largest bookstore, Chapters Indigo! Thanks to Rashmi and 
everyone at Ravens and Roses Publishing for helping this indie writer break through the traditional 
business model! Everything is possible and I’m very grateful for this opportunity. Stay tuned, 
Barnes and Noble is next!

 

SPOTLIGHT:
∞ I finally finished reading the fourth and final book in the Rift Cycle Series, Elegy of the Void by 

the brilliantly talented Author Halo Scot. I have downloaded and purchased the paperback copies 
for the entire series to add to my personal library collection for this rising star. Absolute perfection!! 
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/56316083-elegy-of-the-void?from_search=true&from_srp=t
rue&qid=h0vyioc4nC&rank=1#other_reviews

Happy Holidays and may you always be blessed with inner peace, optimal health, inspiration, 
sovereignty, limitless joy, and an abundance of love. See you in 2022, cheers! xoxoxo

Blade of Truth is 
now available in 
local Chapters 
Indigo Bookstores! 

Only 2 more books left to 
pick up in store as a gift 
for your loved ones!

∞ The pre-orders have been pouring in for Organic eMotions: Poetry 
for hUmaNITY, releasing on 12.12.21 by Ravens & Roses Publishing. 
Only a few days left to take advantage of this incredible pre-sale price! 
A wonderful gift for everyone you love, as these activating poems 
include over 300 nostalgic verses in lyrical form of healing 
philosophies that aim to increase awareness within the deeper layers 
of the human psyche and emotional body, the vortex of liberation. 

∞ Join us on Discord for my live reading from Organic eMotions on 
Dec. 9th, 2021 hosted by https://ravensandrosespublishing.com/.
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